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The study required a knowledge of ten volumes by Curtis, an 
examination of nearly forty volumes of Harper's Magazine , and 
the consultation of at least the indexes in the biographies of 
i 
,, 
Curtis's contemporaries. The most important personal result was, 
a more intimate acquaintance with both English and American 
writers and writings during the early and middle parts of the 
Victorian era. Although I find that Curtis as a critic was 
probably inferior to Howells, his opinions represent Emerson's 
i' 
:' ,, 
i 
I 
"Man Thinking." They are marked by almost humanistic moderation: 
of judgment and by apt felicity of phrasing. 
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The Man 
My problem is not explaining the rapid disappearance of 
George William Curtis into oblivion. George Frisbee Hoar, long 
United States senator from Massachusetts and associated with 
! Curtis as a leading Unitarian, wrote, ''If Curtis had dwelt 
' almost anywhere but in New York City, he would have been a very 1: 
l 
I 
I powerful influence in the public life of his generation. But he: 
i 
I did not find any congenial associates in the men of New York Who r: 
1 had any capacity to effect much good. His pure and lofty counsel 
), 
fell unheeded upon the ears of his near neighbors, and the people: 
, of Massachusetts did not listen very patiently to lectures on 
political purity or reform in civil service from New York."l 
When the tablet was placed in the fifth window from the east on 
the north side of the Boston Public Library, Emerson, Hawthorne, 
Poe, Thoreau, and G. w. Curtis were ranked together; now Poe is 
to undergraduates of Boston University, no more than a misty 
I 
I II 
II 
memory to most intelligent middle-aged people, even to at least /! 
one successful teacher of history in the Newton High School. Myl/ 
II 
II 
II 
1. G. F. Hoar, "Autobiography ~f--~~~~~ty-~~-~r_s," vol. ~' p. 75 11 
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bibliography shows that much was printed about Curtis in the 
four years after his death in 1892, but that, except for a few 
11 
1( 
1 students and belated contemporaries, he was practically for-
gotten before the World War. The champion whose achievements 
for civil service reform alone should entitle him to a place in 
the Hall of Fame on University Heights ranks scarcely higher 
than James Gates Percival and Nathaniel Parker Willis, of whom 
he wrote as utterly forgotten celebrities. 
He himself would have been amazed at the notion that his 
accomplishments could not save him 
"From Lethe's dreamless ooze, the common grave 
Of the unventurous throng."l 
As boarder at Brook Farm, the boy was remembered "on cold, 
stormy washing days hanging out the clothes for the women, a 
chivalry equal to that of Walter Raleigh in throwing down his 
cloak before the V.ueen Elizabeth; 112 as "amateur Corydon113 he 
divided his time in Concord between books and farm work, helped 
Thoreau construct the famous hut at Walden,4 and associated wit~ 
i 
Hawthorne and Emerson; 5 as music lover he walked from Concord toi I 
Boston and back to hear Ole Bull;6 as a youth, he went abroad 
with a letter of credit for ten thousand franc~, "not that I 
1 
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6. 
Lowell, "Commemoration Ode" 
Amelia Russell quoted in Cary's "George William 
Curtis, "Literary and Social Essays;" p.5; also 
G.W.Cooke, "Curtis at Concord," Harper's 96:137 
"Literary and Social Essays," pp.l-92 
Cooke, Harper's 96:137 
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have a generous background to our picture"; 1 as a young man he, 
with Sir Walter Scott's sense of honor, assumed and by twenty 
years of lecturing and writing paid, liabilities of the bankrupt 
Putnam's Magazine; 2 as antislavery advocate and brothe~-in-law 
of Robert Gould Shaw3 he was allied to the soldier who rides in 
bronze on Boston Common; as editor of Harper's Weekly he exer-
cised a wide influence, similar to that wielded by Horace 
Greeley with the Tribune; as political leader he swayed the ! 
I 
Republican National Convention of 1860,4 helped Cleveland defeat! 
I 
i Blaine,5 and is credited with strong influence in bringing the 
I 
peaceful settlement of the Hayes~ilden dispute;6 as lecturer he I 
I 
declared in hundreds of lyceums, 
"I have not held up Sir Philip Sidney as a reproach, but 
I 
I 
I 
only for his brothers to admire -------. There is no youth in l 
I 
history so romantic-------that in thousands of American homes I 
you may not find his peer today;"7-- such a man must have justlJI 
I 
I felt his resemblance to the Elizabethan gentleman of whom he I 
lectured, e.nd, conscious of many talents, must have looked upon j, 
his comments concerning the writings of others as least among his 
ji many activities. 
1. Cary, p. 
2. Idem, p. 
3. Idem, p. 
39 
106 
211 
II 
4. Idem, p. 
· ~!!"~ fo Idem, p. flJ· "Literary 
233 5. ~0~\ <f>.:L~· 
247 
and Social Essays,"p. 225 
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His Preparation for Criticism 
And yet, perhaps literary criticism was the work for which 
he had best fitted himself. Although a lead-pencil note made a 
dozen or fifteen years ago in my copy of Cary's biography says, 11 
I' I 
on the authority of Benjamin Clough, then of the English depart-1 
I 
ment of Brown University, that Registrar Guild found records il i' 
I proving the Providence boy to have tried for admission to Brown I 
and been rejected, Curtis early seems to have shown literary 
I 
interests. He read ~erson's copy of "Consuelo" when Hawthorne I 
was waiting for the same book and Margaret Fuller was giving it 1~ II 
its earliest praise in America.l 
II 
He corresponded with Mrs. Sarah 
Whitman of Providence, remembered for her interest in literature 
and for her engagement to Edgar Allen Poe.2 He was early 
familiar with the poetry of Elizabeth Barrett3 and Robert 
Browning, 4 as a result of which knowledge he eagerly sought the ,: 
li 
acquaintance of the Brownings in Florence and was cordially li jl 
li 
welcomed. 5 His first book, "Nile Notes, 11 sparkles with li teraryi! 
allusions, Shakespeare, Bunyan, Coleridge, Byron, the "odyssey,"/ 
I 
. I! 
and the "Bible." His next, "The Howadji in Syria," continues th¢ 
ji 
Shakespearian and Biblical allusions and adds Goethe, Wordsworth~1 
Dickens, Carlyle, and, most of all, Tennyson,. "Lotus Ea ting 11 · I li 
shows the influence of Thackeray, with something of George Sand, !i 
1. Curtis, Letters to Sarah Vfuitman, Atlantic, 114:363 
I 
I 
li 
;i 2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
''Cambridge History of American titerature''II, 60 
Cooke, Harper's 96:137 
Curtis, Harper's 55:464 
Curtis,"From the ~asy Chair."p.l97 
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Balzac, Goldsmith, Pope, and Burke. 
1 
It 
'I His most successful book, 1: 
11 Prue and I," reflects strongly Charles Lamb, as his least 
successful, "Trumps 11 , attempts to imitate Thaclmray. Such a 
range of reading, with the added culture gained by four years of 
European travel, gave him a foundation for criticism not inferio~ 
to that of any American included in Saintsbury' s "History of II 
Criticism. 11 IJ 
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I. His Writings 
1r li From his first critical writings, which appeared in Putnam r s i! 
11 Magazine in the 1850's, a dozen selections have been quoted in 
II li 
ii Moulton's "Library of Literary Criticism." !I Memorial addresses on 
. ~ 
i Burns, Bryant, Irving, and Lowell are contained in the third 
volume of "orations and Addresses, "edited after his dea~th by 
1 Charles Eliot Norton. Most of his critica 1 work, however, was 
printed in Harper's Magazine, in the department called "The 
Editor's Easy Chair." From the issues of almost forty years 
(1853-1892) Curtis himself collected twenty-seven papers pub-
lished with the title"From the Ea_sy Chair_!, These recall people 
he had seen and heard rather than books he had read. A second 
and a third series, with no editor's name, issued after Curtis's 
death, did more justice to his work as a literary critic. A 
later volume,"Literary and Social Essays," is still more import-
ant, but the critical work that has never been reprinted has 
been my special study. "The Easy Chair" was estimated to have 
included 2500 essays.l I found that the literary comments, 
allusions, and quotations, ranged from Homer and Horace to Hugo 
and Stevenson, including almost nothing about Greek tragedy, but 
much about French and German poetry and fiction; in America 
11 they stretched from Bryant, Percival, Willis, and Irving to 
Henry James, Mary E. Wilkins and Paul Leicester Ford. 
1. William Winter, ttGeorge_ W_illi_am Curtis,. "p. 29. 
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His Purpose \ 
Although in 1870 he wrote, "Criticism of a work of art~l-* know~ 
li 
nothing of the artist 11 ,1 that idea seems to have been undiscoveriT 
ed in his earlier, and disregarded in his later, days. His words 
I 
about Thackeray's "English Humorists" fit himself: "He gave hisJ' 
impressions of those wits as men rather than as authors. For he 
loves character more than thought". 2 His own purpose is ex-
I 
pressed in two sentences about Hawthorne, printed in the 1850's.j 
I 
11 It is the ma.n rather than the author we have d<'scribedn. "We I 
I 
confess a personal solicitude ** that there shall not be wanting! 
II with the man may throw upon them as well as some picture of the 
to the future student of his works such light as acquaintance 
impression his personality made upon his contemporaries 11 .3 As a 
1 result of that purpose, "~iterar-y a_~d Social Essay_~"presents( amon~ 
other detailsJthe picture of a club meeting at Emerson's with Jf 
Hawthorne standing silently beneath a picture of Dante, and of al: 
call Emerson and Thoreau made on Hawthorne. 4 1
1 
ll 
!\ 
This purpose led to his preservation (indeed, his repetitio,n 
more than once) of such an incident as that which I take in the 
version of 1862: 
I 
11 0ne day after dinner when Kane was fresh from his travels i 
I 
and was telling his adventures to a party of friends, Thackeray,)/ 
d 
who was of the company and sat quietly smoking, said to the hos~l II 
1. 
! 2. 
3. 
., 4. 
Harper's, 41:136 
11Li~A~ary Rnd Social 
-:raem;· ·· P •· ~<2 -· ·· 
!del_!!~ pp. 1-:92_ 
Essays;' p. 143 i 
-- -- -· -------------------- ------------------------ I 
when Kane had finished, 'Do you think he would let me kiss his 
And when Kane said that one day in the coldest and 
sharpest season; he saw a sailor intent upon a book, and going 
up .and looking over his shoulder saw that it was 'Pendennis '- li 
I• 
!j 
said this, Thackeray's bluff face was suffused with the !! 
i softest emotion, and he did not try to speak, but quietly smoked f! 
1: 
and looked at Kane like a lover."l ;. 
1: 
"sentimental," we may call that paragraph today, but it 
1: 
ii 
I! 
. accomplished Curtis's purpose, to picture· Thackeray's true 
: nature in contrast to the satirical disposition usually attributed 
I 
to the author of "vanity Fair. 11 
I That purpose of revealing personality led to the preserve.- I' 
tion of two or three of the best-known sayings of or about ~~ 
nineteenth century authors. One quotes the Bostonian, "I don 1 t, II 
!I 
I' 
understand Emerson, but my daughters do; n2 anotrer :recalls Matthew Jl 
I Arnold's remark on being told of a lecture on Browning given in 1 
a small and remote farming village in New England: "That· is the 
most surprising and significant thing I have heard in Amer1ca."3 
The most important of all is Thackeray's "I have no head above 
my ears."4 I I 
II 
His interest in any author's life was accompanied by a desi~e 
I! not merely that writings should instruct as well as entertain 
1. 
J! 
II 
II 
,I 
II 
li 
I 2 • 
I 3. i 
Harper's 38:147; given also in 71:958 
Harper's, '78:982; also "From the Easy 
11 From the Easy Chair," p. 198. 
Harpers, 82:800; also 74:642. 
Chair, 11 p. 22 . 
'I 
I 
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but that the writer's actions should be exemplary. His I descrip-1 
I 
tiona of a courtesan's dancing, Which shocked some readers of 
"Nile Notes" but was defended as justified in a picture of Egypt 1 
was gleefully held up by a twentieth century journalist as in-
consistent with 11 The Easy Chair's" Puritanism.2 Although his 
admiration of Beranger3 shows that his outlook was broader than 
would be ezpected in a Victorian, his moral purpose, as shown 
~ """' in his condemnation of 11 Les Mise:rables," as an appeal to Morbid 
taste would have made him intolerant of many twentieth century 
works. 'X-
1: 
I 
"The Easy Chair" often quoted poetry and praised poets, 
Milton,4 Wordsworth, 5 Shelley,·6 Keate, 7 Tennyson, 8 the Brownings 9 
II but gave most of his attention to what was literature" to most 
of his own readers, the novel. Lowell, in his lecture room. at 
Harvard, might confine himself and urge others to confine them-
selves to the great works of the great writers. I find no trace 
of Dickens in the index to Lowell's prose works. Curtis, 
meeting people on the lyceum circuit, knew that a hundred were 
reading novels to one that was following Lowell's advice. He 
made it his effort to improve the quality of that reading and, 
1 C 2 '-! ~1 
2: s:~ks~· B~okman, 67:409 ]f. 1-+ C\~~ '2, ~ •. ~ 
3. Harper's, 14:567; 107; 15:698,706; 26:710; 27:131; 30:261 
4. Harper's, 10:266; 14:125; 20:127; 49:822; 74:157 
5. Idem, 8:416; 14:568; 16:842; 20:127;40:137;81:474 
6. Idem, 21:124; 8:416 
7. Idem, 19:271; 32:662; 62:467; 77:471 
; 8. Idem, 10:266; 78:154 and a dozen other places. 
,, 9. Idem, 23•555; 32:132; 59:784; 73:960; 80:637 
-10. -fo\!e~l_: _ ~~B~o~s "a~d ~'_Li_'brar~es'~--=Li_tec:r~x:y __ anCL_Po1_i t~cal'-P~g9es 1:es ,_ 
II 
ri 
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li 
so doing, probably accomplished an important task that never 
would have been accomplished by Lowell's more scholarly work. 
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His Aversions 
i In some cases his moral standards, in others artistic 
standards, account for some life-long ~versions such as he held 
against Tupper, Bulwer, Disraeli and Whitman~ In mid-career he 
wrote, 11 The·object of criticism is not to put one-artist or 
another in the pillory and expose him helplessly to the·ribald 
' taunts and blows of the mob, but to help him by showing where 
he has failed as well as where he has succeeded, to befriend 
'promising talent wisely and to discriminate, not to idolize. 
Therefore, the true reason for not speaking of those monstrous 
things of Gilliflower's is· that it can not be of any conceivable 
use."l And yet, when writers seemed to him to be receiving 
undeserved popularity, he unhesitatingly wrote in-condemnation, 
thereby preserving the names of some who might otherwise be com-
pletely forgotten. i 
Martin Farquhar Tupper, the Edgar Guest of his time, is the I 
most typical example. Curtis tells the story of an inquisitive I 
I 
visitor at the Century Club, 11Mr. Thackeray, what do you think of, 
I' 
,I Tupper?" 
at all."2 
and Thackeray's answer, "I don't think of Mr. Tupper 
11 The local writer who had a poem printed in the 
II 
II p 
II 
i! 
!: 
'Poet's Column' seemed to have associated himself at once with ;: 
Shakespeare and Tupper and the great literary or 'littry folks' 11 ~ 3 
II 
fl 
: 1. 
2. 
,3. 
Harper's, 41:137 
Harper t s, 21:126 
11 !1iterary and Social Essays, 11 p. 220 
1l 
! 
i 
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I, 
"Since, dear madame, Homer is at your service, why should you put' 
up with Tupper? "1 "Do you suppose that Tupper does not f'ondle I 
his platitudes as if they were poems?"2 i 
li That kind of treatment he gave to Sylvanus Cobb, 11 of the !' 
~."'" 1 ('!, 
New York ledger school (was there~implication1 of the lower-cas~)' 
i 
whom Curtis's mention3 recalled to rrry mind as a name seen surely 1 
I 
I fifty years ago in some barber shop along with a pink Police : 
'r 
:: Gazette; to G.P.R. James, about whose "solitary horseman" at the:: 
!( 
'I beginning of every novel I learned from my father;4 to Ingraham,!: 
whose "Prince of the House of David" I read in boyhood; to 
5 
Elizabeth Wetherell, a predecessor of Gene Stratton Porter, 
Harold Bill Wright, and Lloyd Douglas." Curtis was like a man 
I! 
~ ( 
i! 
!I 
I' il !I ,, 
li 
!\ 
II 
II know of none not advertising) who would almost monthly suggest 
to readers today substitutffi for "the best sellers." 
l Curtis was almost as severe with Bulwer-$ytton, whose works 
'still circulate and whose popularity once equalled Dicken's and 
·surpassed Thackeray's. "The Easy Chair" often mentions him, but 
:always as an inferior to the others. In one careful criticism 
Bulwer 1 s wide range of writing is reviewed, and summed up in the 
word 11 chameleon,'.an application of Sainte - Beuve 1s method, 
although I find no mention of the great French critic in any of 
Curtis's work. 
1. Harper's, 62:308 
2. Harper's, 27:28 
3. Idem 10:549 
4. Idem 21:557 
· 6~· Ja~ep~r~~=,7_%2 :462 
i 
i 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 1:- ... 
I 
I 
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Similarly Curtis repeatedly calls Disraeli, even after the 
Englishman wai. Lord Beaconsfield, 11 Charlatar.",l pointing out 
that a payment of sixty thousand dollars for the copyright of a , 
novel was for the prominence of the politician, not the worth of 
the novel. 
His doubts of Whitman's worth as a poet stretched through 
many years. "When Emerson presented Walt Whitman at 'the open-
ing of a· great career' (he) generalized a strong personal impres-
ii 
I' 
sion. (He) identified fuis) own preference with the public taste~"i-'i II 
"Whitman declares; rr will sing you a song of what I behold'. I 
Such undoubtedly was his intention. But to a song music is 
essential. And in the kaleidoscopic lines of Mr. Wh'itrnan in 
the profuse lines of many and gorgeous adjectives, of highly 
colored words, there is not music although there is description. 
The Muse will not ride. upon a corduroy road. If you press her 
and insist, she descends and leaves you" .2 The only qua_r~el~ 
(an English defender} can legitimately -._hav~e with this country 
upon the subject is, that it does not agree with the admirers 
who esteem Mr. Whitman so highJy. Not agreeing, it will not 
I 
pro.bably buy his books; and as that fact is doubtless well known; 
to the publishers, whose business it is to know such things, 
\' 3 
they do not compete eagerly for the right of publication. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Harper's, 53:931 
"Literary and Social Essays" 219, 220 
Harper's, 21:555 
I 
' 
I 
i 
i 
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i 
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Later still he wrote, 
"There is no critic living who can foretell whether a 
I 
I 
I 
I. hundred years hence our good friend Walt Whitman will be accepted 
II 
as a great poet or have fallen into 
throng of Kettell's poets lie. nl 
the limbo where the vast 11 
These may well be compared with passages in Bliss Perry's 
"Whitman", where letters quoted on pages 1?2, more important 1?4, 
I 
I 
I 
and still more hr,portant l58r- show Curtis's scepticism. Today l1 
that opinion of Curtis is generally scorned, but "free verse" 
seems to be passing, and the ~uture may vindicate the critic who 
held to the belief that poetry must be musical. 
1. Harper's, 81:311 
- II II 
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Admirations 
Although his parpose of reducing the amount of trash read 
,: 
li 
II d (! 
caused him to condemn by name some of the most prolific and I! 
!' 
popular writers of the time, Curtis preferred to call his readerJ:, 
II 
If 
attention to what he admired. So, as Matthew Arnold, "to make j! ,, 
reason and the will of God prevail", advocated, as did Irving I, I 
I 
, Babbitt, the setting up of standard~ the b;asy Chair yenr after 
i 
I, 
! 
year praised Sidney, Addison} La~b, and Thackeray. 
The lecture on Sidney probably represents the lecturer's 
romantic tendencies most noticeab~. In the raw civilization 
Dickens'had pictured in "American Notes" Curtis went about 
ii 
If 
il 
II 
li II 
I! 
He must have realized thatl lecturing on an Elizabethan courtier. 
few could find access to "Arcadian and he warned them of the 
difficulties in the way of mastering it, but he summoned people 
to the quest. 
I 
-
11 The very name of Sidney's "Arcadia" is aromatic in the 
imagination, and its traditional place in our literature is 
unquestioned. In our day it is very little read, nor is it a 
II 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
!1 very interesting story. But under its quaint and courtly concei ~ 
I! its tone is so pure and lofty, its courtesy and appreciation of I 
i! I !'Women so hearty and honorable; it has so fine a moral atmosphere,! ~~~ I 
jl such noble thoughts, such stately and beautiful descripti~ns thati 
! to rend i J~ is like conversing with a hero. So there is no better, 
I reading than the "Defense of Poetry," that noble hymn of loyalty 
I 
l 
! 
- I 
i· 
_J I' II 
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II 
Ito intellectual beauty."l 
! 
1 The great periodicals of Queen Anne's time he looked back tal 
I as his models. Thackeray r s lectures on Steele and Addison had 
I 
!
confirmed his enjoyment of the Spectator as Irving's uLife of 
1 
probably 
1 Goldsmith~~ aroused his interest in "The Citizen of the World. 11 
j Curtis praised the now almost forgotten F'reeholder;-~ placed 
'I I•, 
'I a sentence from the Spectator in the title-page of his own 
I 
I 
I collection "From the Easy Chair," and in the following passage 
made plain the reasons for his admiration, more emphatic I because ! 
! 
I 
I' he was trying to overcome disparagement. !: 
"It has been somewhat the fashion to smile at him (Addison) :i 
. I, II lf 
1as a ladies' man~ in literature--an apostle of tea-table proprie~: 
ties-~a fashion which began with Swift. But with all the 
I 
superior ~ow of his genius~ what contribution did Swift make to I 
E . I nglish literature comparable in its deep and humanizing influ- I 
The age was lewd, I: ence with Addison's Sir Roger de Cover ley? 
li 
and Swift made it uncleaner. But amid all the foulness the strain 
II 
of Addison was as fresh and purifying as the dawn of May Morning')i• S 
Some critics have been accused of praising only what has been 
already acce~ted. Curtis's comment on Addison is one proof that j 
he was not guilty of that fault. I For the same reason his praise ! 
II 
lr 
of Lamb stands out, as he defends a belittled author. 
li 
------------------------------------------------------------------1! 
1. 
2. 
3. 
"Literary and Social Essays," p. 
Harper's 60: 143 
Harper's 51:138 
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was a hard remark---once heard of a friend: 1He is a good 
II 
lr r 
)i man, but he loves the second rate--he likes Charles Lambt 
'· Second 
I 
I to what? Is there anything finer, sweeter, purer of its kind? 
His place is as independent and sure in English literature as 
that of any essayist--Bacon, CoV~.rley, Macaulay, Carlyle. His 
humor is unique, inimitable; his pathos tender and delicate 
beyond expression; his deep, sincere human sympathy penetrating 
and inspiring , all the more that it is sometimes formally 
limited and denied. The love of Elia is. like that of Mozart's 
music. It is aJmost a test of true appreciation.l 
Curtis's feeling about Thackeray I have already mentioned. 
The admiration began in the 1850's, when the lectures on 
"English Humorists of the Eighteenth Century11 gave Englishman 
and American an opportunity to meet. It continued after the 
Englishman's, death and appears in the article the American 
wrote~ in the last month of his life. He selected for reprint-
ing in "From the Easy Chair" a passage that makes vivid the same 
characteristic Curtis began totell about at the time of "vanity 
Fair" and illustrated by the story of Thackeray and Kane--the 
satirist's real kindness of heart. 
"Wallack speaks of a certain boyish or boy-like quality in 
Thackeray. It was certainly there. He had the utmost sympathy 
1 with boys, and one of his gay caricatures of himself represents 
him at a Christmas pantomime standing with two boys behind the 
1. Harper's, 55:464 
r:? ~-:-~dem_~5:95'r-=--= 
il 
i 
· rest of the audience, he towering aloft and seeing everything 
over other people's heads, while his poor little comrades, far 
down about his knees, ruefully see nothing. 
upon his shoulders, and all would be boyishly happy together. 
compatriots, wide as his travels had extended his acquain.tances,. 
i 
these were the authors to whom he constantly came back, as it is ' 
I 
I 
said John Hay's conversation constantly carne back to the subject 1 
1 of Abraham Lincoln. It may stand as the measure of the man, not 1i 
I 
trained in the classic5like most educated Englishmen, apparently! 
ignorant of anything media~al, but reaching out to something 
bette!' than he couJ d find around him, and finding kinship in 
Englishmen of four different periods of literary history • 
1. Harper's, 55:464-5 
2. Idem 85:957 
3. "From the Easy Chair," p. 180 
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I 
1: 
r' His visit to Egypt !1 
I 
Discrimination 
Curtis was without question romantic. 
rather than to Greece, his bumanitarianism, his admiration of I 
! 
I Scottl, Shelley, 2 Tennyson, all prove that. Yet his criticism I 
I I 
I 
of Hugo suggests that he might have turned 
before it deteriorated to naturalism. One 
from romanticism ! 
of the most important/ 
I 
! 
qualities of his criticism, his discrimination, shows his love 
! 
I 
I of moderation~ sense, and decency. As similar political I 
I 
I 
1, 
1 standards led him to leave the Republican party in 1884, am I 
entirely unjustified imagining he might, in Irving Babbitt's day 1' ,,
ii 
have allied himself with the humanists? I 
'i II 
My first illustration of his ability to "see things It clearly! 
and see them whole" appears 
of his beloved Thackeray: 
"The Easy Chair fi,o pes 
( •' Philip") rna y be superior 
Even more striking is 
in speaking of weakness in the 
there is no treason in wishing 
to 11 Lovel the Widower'13 
his comparison of Thackeray and 
work 
that 
I 
i 
I 
d J 
ii 
ll II 
II 
I 
Dickens at the time of the latter's death. How fair is the I 
treatment, in spite of personal preferences! 
"Thackeray ins( The :Newcomes"l1 really holds the mirror up to 
nature while Dickens in~Little Dorri~ creates a monster artd 
labels it nature. N§w the impression produced by Thackeray is, 
that the tendency of what is called society is to harden the 
1. Harper's, 8:132; 82:635; and a dozen other passages 
2. Idem, 8:416; 21:124 
3. Harper's, 22:276; also 414 
' i 
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heart and produce a wholly artificial and repulsive life. He !1 
li 
shows us, further, how it is done, and he shows it so skillfully!! 
/i 
that those who are familiar with the spher.:e and influence that he I! 
,, 
describes accept it as masterly. But is not the pleasure confined 
I 
to them? They follow with delight the amusing fidelity of the 
I 
I 
i 
work; but that is a purely artistic pleasure, which is not shared 
by the great multitude of readers. Dickens, on the other.' hand, 
presents an unshaded Mrs. Murdle as the artificiality wrought by 
society. It is re-cognized, and accepted everywhere. Tha. t is 
what 'the million' feel about 'society 1 • The book speaks for 
them and to them. The habitu( of society knows that there is no 
Mrs • .Murdle, but he does not reach the next corner upon his 
promenade without meeting a suggestion of her. nl 
To Hawthorne he was bound by ties of friendship older than 
those that united him with Thackeray~ Hawthorne, on the receipt 
1 of Curtis's :first book, had written him, "I see that you are 
' 
forever an author." Yet Curtis, discussing " ' The Christmas 
Banquet," points out that his friend is too gloomy for a Place 
with Irving, Dickens, and Thackeray, whose Christmas Writings hj 
recommended almost every twelfth month.2 When Hawthorne Wrote I 
I "Chiefly on War Matters" for the Atlantic, Curtis called the 
article "unhuman and passionless as a disembodied sp1ri t ."3 .. 
i ·---------------------------------------------------------1
I 
I
I 1. 
2. 
3. 
tl 
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Harper's, 85:957 
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I On the other hand, at the time of Hawthorne's death Curtis 
I 
~~ 
li 
i' 
pointed out a superiority even to Thackeray: Hawthorne's style I! 
i: 
and as felicitous; but there was a flush! "was a clear and simple 
of color in 1 t some time of which Thackera.::y had no trace." 1 
Close to the power of seeing even his friends so clearly 
that he realized their weakness was the habit of restraining the 
II 
li 
II 
li II 
!i 
I! 
! 
I 
excessive praise his contemporaries gave their fellow countrymen. ll 
"Mr. Halleck has written some verses that have the true I 
lyrical fervor; but must we seriously class him with the great 
11 
1\ 
poets or concede to him a remarkable genius under pain of being II 
't II ll 
II!,, 
, suspected of some personal pique or of revenging some fancied 
, slight or equivocal pleasantry? Is it not indeed substantially 
J true that he belonged to a literary region 
li 
of which New York was 1: 
1! I 
1 the Metropolis, that his II muse has a local poeticality, that there: 
I' 
tl 
is a very decided imitative strain in much that he did, and thatli 
it is a curious injustice to his memory to insist upon calling 
him a great poet?"2 
I 
A private letter preserved by Julia Ward Howe has a striking 
,, 
I' 
, example of praise without too much encouragement for an ambitiou~' 
ii 
! author. He was writing about her 'Words for the Hour.' "It is a. i 
i 
: better book than its predecessor 'Passion Flowers', but will I 
probably not meet with the same success. 11 3 
1. Harper's, 29:405 
2. Idem, 29:405, quoted by Moulton 6!365 
3. Howe, "Reminiscences," p. 230 
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This discrimination appears in his praise of Clough, when I ii 
li that young man's admirer formed such a small, though select group. 
!I 
The twentieth century aggrees with the estimate that, it is. to I 
be hoped 1increased _sympathy for the bewildered young Englishman.' 
"There is much that will appeal to every earnest, simple, 
reverent man who knows how little can be known and who looks for 
the sympathy of a generous manly soul as he roundsalong the dim 
' way of spiritual life. Like one at midnight perplexed by music li 
that allures, the tendency of this poet's thought is constantly 1: 
I' 
to the profound themes that baffle the intellect. With childlik~ 
confidence he abandons himself to the current that he knows 
drifts him to the shoreless sea." ~ 1 
The same encouragement of a young writer appears in his 
/i II 
j! 
II 
II II 
/i ! review of 
1 
"Da.i.sy Miller" when it was only two years old. What· 11 
1 Q...ru - II 
i he said pictures Henry James tm a hopeful young writer although li 
i 
:he seems to us a baffled old man, II exerting a strong influence but 
li 
making his creations intricate beyond the breaking point. Curtis 
II 
could see his early charm and the reason he failed of appreciation. 
11 The essential charm of •Daisy Miller·is that the portrait 
is so well done that its very accuracy points the moral as 
nothing else could have pointed it; that Daisy Miller, wanting 
the customary convenances, is not the person that, because of 
this want, she would be supposed to be. Without a touch or a 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
li 
I, 
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II 
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II 
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lf,~. Harper r s 2 5:710 
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I II 
! suspicion of the moral essay, the little sketch shows the folly Ji. 
i li 
I of measuring a strong and generous and womanly nature by the li 
It shallow, unjust, and artificial standards of society. I! [j II I 11 
"one of the most interesting aspects of Mr. James's literary 
) 
work is the manner in which, in his temperament, the artist holds 
1: 
the moralist and the critic in play. The complaint sometimes )! 
made that his stories do not end well, or that he seems to tire 11 
,i li 
of them, arises from the fact that the analytical critic some- 11 
II 
times outruns the painter, and that, seeing what the characters \\ 
I' 
must do, he is less interested to follow their actual performanc~s. 
I 
But, however we may charncterize his talent and his work, they · 
are very great additions to our literature; and his sincerity 
and incisive vigor, his healthy and persuasive humor, his II 
thorough independence, shrewd observation, and accomplished hand~ 
II give the assurance of a great pleasure in his new story."l II 
at Brool~ Farm and'f With the same chivalry that he had shOWft. 
that he thought he showed in advocating Woman Suffrage, Curtis 
always took special interest in pointing-out achievements of 
women writers, ~pecially Jean Ingelow and George Eliot. If he 
was the lecturer who had been extolling the tales of Charlotte 
I 
I 
I 
Brontr and was told by a distinguished Englishman, 1,'r am afraid i 
I 
you do not know that Miss Austin is the better novelist," he 
I! 
made up for his neglect. 
1. Harper's, 61:474 
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No "Janite" could say more than "It ,I il 
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is a thread of exceeding fineness which she draws, but it is 
spun of pure gold. She does not, indeed, carve the Moses with 
Michael Angelo, but she moulds the delicate cup, she cuts the 
gem." 1 
Vfhen the strife over Byron's reputation blazed up in 1869, 
as Mrs. Stowe visited England and published the incest charge)2 
Curtis treated the matter as a question of evidence and decided 
the evidence for the truth of tne charge probabl~ weightier than[' 
I 
that against. In 1845 he had written that Byron had faculty but 
not perception. "3 Thirty years later his moderation appears in 
the following: 
"The exclusive admiration and attention which a great poet 
excites in his own time in the susceptible mind of youth give 
him a disproportioned prominence, such as Tennyson holds in 
many minds today, and such as Byron held with the men of sixty 
years ago. 'His tone is so fitted to the feeling and experience 
of his time that the generation which receives him can hardly 
tolerate any subsequent strain. The men and women who grew up 
with Byron, who wooed with him, are almost jealous of another 
tone------. But this is a prospective, not a retrospective 
effect. The devotee of Byron, who could not like Wordsworth or 
Tennyson, did not renounce the earlier poets, and was still 
1. Harper's, 62:308 
2. Harper's, 39:765 
3. Atlantic, 114:363 
I• 
!i 
II 
~ .. ~-=t ~--· ---· 
loyal to Pope and Dryden, to Milton, Shakespeare, and Chaucer. 
The comtemporary judgment of England, which approves Tennyson 
and Browning does not, for that reason, reject Byron or the 
earlier bards."l 
Curtis must have been ignorant about Mrs. Whitman's engage-
ment to Poe, or one of the latter's tales never would have been 
described to her as "like an offensive odor. 112 An opinion of 
1880 shows more consideration for Poe. 
1: 
I! 
-r==--== 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
I 
I '~is position is bizarre and doubtful, and probably few critics 
would concede that he will take a place as an American classic. I 
Yet the tenacious interest in the man and his work indicates an / 
attraction which belongs only to abiding genius. 
I 
"It is the greatest service to Poe 1 s memory to show that his; 
1; dissipation was not the ·cause of his misfortunes, but that 
li 
1 peculiarly trying misfortune produced his dissipation. This is 
what Mr. Ingram has done for an American poet whose verse is 
I 
i 
1 more justly weighed now than when he was living, and .Which is 
3 
not found wanting." 
Many who see the fairness of this discussion of Poe are 
likely to be less fair to his contemporaryJLongfellow. Robert 
Frost, at Bowdoin College, regretted that grammar school pupils 
are taught that Longfellow is a great po~t only to be told in 
high school .that Longfellow is no poet but Tennyson is, and in 
1. Harper's, 51:747 
2. Atlantic, 114:363 
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! college that Lo.ngfellow and Tennyson are no poets but Browning is. 
Curtis in 1845 agreed with critics who called Longfellow 
"sentimental and uninspired. "-.8 I His tribute of 1882 shows that 
friendship had changed his opinions, but that he compared care-
fully and allowed for what some would call faults. 
}'Longfellow's genius was not a great creative force. It 
burst into no tempests of mighty passion. It did not wrestle 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
with the haughtily veiled problems of fate and free will absolute. 
-------It was not Lear, not Faust, nor Manfred nor Romeo. A I ! 
I 
, carnation is not a passion flower. He carefully guarded the I 
I 
I 
1: 
11 
11 
·I li 
II 
ii 
fountain of his song from contamination or diversion. ---- It 
is this fidelity of his genius to itself, the universal feeling 
to which he giv~s expression, and the perfection of_his literary 
workmanship which is sure to give Longfellow a permanent place 
in literature .' "~;z · 
So many of m~ quotations have been about fiction that I 
wish to show Curtis's manner is dealing with a history, 
.as 11 especially ~the praise is given with reservations. There are 
those who require that ·this should be _said 11 shows Curtis's. 
disagreement with praise of Macauley the poet, Ma.caule,y the 
orator, Macaul~ the politican. With such limitation high 
eh. \, 
praise is left, more effective for single superlative. 
ii ___________________ ,__ ___________ _ 
li 
I
I 1:' 
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Harper's; 61:'78'1--
Atlantic, 114:363 
"Literary and Social Essays," p. 197-200 
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I 
i' 
i "Macaulay. does not belong with Homer and Shakespeare and 
I 
;: 
ii Dante, with Aristotle and Laplace and Newton, with Alexander 
li 
I 
,I 
I 
and Napoleon and Cromwell, with Cervantes and Scott and 
t: 
1 Boccaccio. There are those who require that this should be said!; 
ll 
' but it is something to have been a foremost man of a not despic-il 
, able time in modern England, to have been seen of all his I 
contemporaries spotless and industrious and benevolent, to have I 
' been a great Englishman, and to have taken a place in literature 
with Herodotus and Tacitus and Gibbon. This Macaulay did. 11 1 
(! A final, striking instance of' the love of rnodera tion, which 
makes me think that today he would be numbered with humanistic 
critics, is the story of' his conversaion with Roscoe Conkling 
about favorite orations. Conkling quoted Sprague's f'lamboyant 
"Not many-·years ago, where we now sit the rank thistle nodded in, 
II 
I the wind;" Curtis recalled the dignified peroration of Emerson's 
l! ! 
Dartmouth address.2 
In his criticism of his friends, in his recognition that 
authors whom he admired less were in certain characteristics 
' superior to his friends, in protesting against excessive praise / 
1 as an expression of mistaken patriotism, in his, encouragement ofl 
1 
:::e.:::::r:h::o 0::::n:~::•:.:n::::::. i:0 h::.j::::::t0 ;f8 famousl 
1 
favorite oratorical passage,Curtis's criticism is marked by 
1. Harper's, 53:304 
2. Idem, 62:308 
3. Cary, p. 326 
'I 
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moderation and high stan(!ards, such as justify his opinion's 
1
, 
being sought and given weight even today. 
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I 
Some Matters of Style 1 
I 
As a careful discrimination is the outstanding characteristic 
I find in his thought, so felicity seems to be the crowning meri~ 
II )I 
of his style. That appears in the adaptation of his illustrations 
. li to his purpose in many of the passages I have quoted. It·appear~ 
even. more vividly in some other effective comparisons. When he 
said, "I In Memoriam. 1 is the true 1 Paradise Regained I, "1 he 
expressed both the discontent of readers for over two centuries 
and the burst of satisfaction with which Tennyson's poem was 
greeted. So "'Thanatopsisl is the swan song of Puritanism"2 
and "One lur1.d scarlet letter spells Puri tan"3 sum up certain 
aspects of New England history. 
Less often he makes truth stand out by a contrast; "I am 
glad you treat him (Emerson) as a prophet rather than as a poet; 
the wise Emerson, the poetic Hawthorne"4 Not only the truth but
1
1 
I 
his long continued distrust of Carlyle appears in his remark, !i 
"Carlyle lamented the decadence of the time; Mill tried to save II 
I 
I! it. "Carlyle "proclaimed in stentorian tones and in twenty large 
li 
tl 
I' 
volumes that silence is better than speech. 11 5 
i prese:::::yw::i:::.d::::v::e:h:::~r :::t::r~;t::r:.:: :::6extendJ 
II 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Harper's, 10:266 
Idem 88:149 
"Address ·at Vassar College," 1896), P. ~~.. 
Ticknor: "Hawthorne and His Publisher," p. 148 
Harper 1 a 62 :787 
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!I ing it over several paragraphs. 
I' II 
II "The stories of Dickens and Mrs. Gaskell show us what 
'I 
freedom from poverty and suffering and crime there is in the 
I• 
li 
i: 
l:-- --y----
I! II 
lj 
II 
II 
f! 
II !I 
lower ranges of English life; and the tales of Thackeray and the fi 
. novels of society expose the same condition of Christian unity I[ 
. in the higher circles·. I I 
1 
"Surveying his {the Englishman's) own 
II 
condition, we must pardon his complacent condemnations of that o~ 
It all others. Even that dull old Tory, Blackwood, was lately 
i 
1 
really facetious over the 11Life of' Horace Greeley;"'and the joke 
1 
of jokes was that it saw nothing but a joke in the book. Mr. 
1 Parton is regarded as the ridiculous biographer of a ridiculous 
person in a ridiculous country. When Mr. Thackeray wrote his 
•Book of Snobs' what a singularly inappropriate criticlsni he 
made."l 
Even though, as Chadwick says, "Kindness became a habit,"2 
his irony had not disappeared when, late in life, he resented a 
slur on America. "It is doubtless true, as BlackWood remarked, 
with what we, may call BlackWood courtesy, when Mr. Lowell was 
American minister in England, that Shakespeare, Milton, Dryden, 
Addison, Pope, and so many more will not be replaced by Mr. 
Washington Irving and Mr. Lowe 11. n3 I 
,, 
'I Against the "Thunderer" in Civil War days he was too angry li 
I· 
to use irony. The only case I know of nis exchanging the rapier II 
II 
1. Harper!s, 26:852. 
2. Idem, 13:128. 
i 3. Idem, 86:469. 
4. "Literary and Social Essays," p. 285. 
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1 
I 
li for the shillelagh was in calling "The London Times," "the most, 
1: 
i, loathesome traitor to the cause of Anglo-Saxon civilization whic~ 
,i 
I 
:I ,, 
its annals records."1 
The exquisite wording his style sometimes showed, appears 
in his essay on forgotten authors. 
"see how tenderly Mr. Stedman speaks of those who are 
I 
,I 
' 
',I 
ii 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
singing for us now, whose names are familiar, who trill and 11 
twitter in the magazines, and in tasteful and delicate volumes II 
I! 
which seem to te~pt the stream of time to suffer such light and 1\ 
graceful barks to slip along unnoted to future aSes. But the 1: 
kindly critic's tone forecasts the fate of the sparkling and 11 
II pleasing ventures. Moore tells us of the Indian maids upon the il 
banks of the Ganges, who light a tiny taper, and on a little I! 
II 
ship set it afloat upon the river. It twinkles and dwindles and' 
I' 
,j 
flashes and expires. Mr. Stedman watches the minor poets il 
ii 
i 
trimming their tapers, and carefully launching their ships upon 1! 
II 
I 
the brimming river. 'Pleasant journey! r he cries chetrily from I ~ . 'I 
the shore, as if he were speaking to hearty Captain Cook going i 
up the side of his great ship, and shaking out his mighty canvas! 
' II jl 
to circumnavigate the :-globe. But there is a wistful something 1! 
!I in his tone that betrays a consciousness of the swift extinction 
of that pretty, perfumed spark."2 li 
II II 
II 
---------------------------11 I 
ii 
II 1. Harper's, 26:562. 
Idem, 72:479. 'I II 2. 
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Faults 
1 
Two minor inaccuracies show that Curtis had to labor with-
1
1 
out any equivalent of "Who's Who in America." He believed that. 
Willis was a native of Boston, 1 although I, as a Portland boy, ,I 
II i! have often read in local papers that Willis was born in my own 
city.2 Willis's father moved to Boston soon after Nathaniel's 
birth. Curtis remarks that Willis was "the only noted literary ii 
i figure that ever mistook Boston for a seaport in Bohemia, and he! 
,: early discovered his error. n3 I 
I 
Curtis also says that Hawthorne's father died in Calcutta.4 ! 
:Ma~y New England sea captains, 'like my own father, visited Indiaj 
but Captain Nathaniel Ha.thorn€ (sic) died in Surinam (Dutch . I 
Guiana), South America.5 
A more surprising slip credited "A penny saved is a penny 
earned" to Franklin.6 Poor Richard found it in the Spectator, 
which Curtis admired so sincerely.? 
The Easy Chair disregarded Emerson's suggestion that one 
should seldom quote others.8 Curtis seemed to prefer giving 
first comment I have given on Tupper.9 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Harper's, 26:278. 
See Stedman and Hutchinson's 
"Literary and Social Essays" 
Ditto, 68. 
Julian Hawthorne, "Nathaniel Hawthorne and His Wife," 36. 
Harper's, 14:125. 
Spectator, No.2. 
"Self-Reliance." 
Ante. p. 16. 
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1 At one time in my study I feared that Curtis's commendations 
i might have been conf'ined to publications of' the Harper Brothers ·II 
I The praise of Little Brown and Company's Parkman, proved him more 
l I 
/than an advertiser of his favorite firm. 1 I 
I I 
I I . '\ ! 
The worst charge the Dev;l•s Adv~cate can make against i 
! Curtis may be based on a sentence from the preface to "The I 
I Correspondence of John Lothrop Motley." The editor has withheld j 
f whatever he believed that the wri.ter 1 s good· judgment and thought~!: 
I . • 
· ful consideration for others would have omitted·. This rule ex-
: eludes comments on affairs which, however innocent or playful, 
I . 
i might cause needless pain or misapprehension. "2 Had I seen that 
I preface before I began my study instead of' e. t the very end, I I 
should probably have looked further for a subject. That attitude 
II 
represents the tradition handed down from Sparks and his garbling 
of Washington's correspondence. Whoever holds truth to be a 
theory which will not have to be changed when all the facts are 
known must repudiate it. It only invites the "debunkers" to 
magnify the matters omitted. That sentence about Motley's 
correspondence makes me feel about Curtis as I.do about the 
Christian Science Monitor;· I should not want to do without it, 
but know I may be misled unless it is supplemented by a paper 
that attempts to tell the whole truth. 
1. Harper's, 31:670~ 49:282; 56:780; 70:644. 
2. Curtis "Correspondence of John Lothrop Motley." l:III 
=====tJL _ r---___________________ ,. ______ _ 
Reputation 
Comment on Curtis as critic is almost buried out of sight 
under praise of hie other activities. The severest remark I have 
II 
1 found is Thomas Wentworth Higginson's in 1859: "Delicious 
elocution, fascinating rhetoric, uncorrupted moral integrity, 
I 
but a want of i.ntellectual vigor and training which will always I 
prevent him from being a great man."l That should be balanced bj'j I 
1 
George s. Hellman's conclusion in 1930; "He remains a fragrance I 
I i.n the record of American letters and one of the thoroughly fine 1 
I 
forces in the development of American civilization."2 Parke I 
Godwin, at the Century Club Memorial in December, 1892, recalled I 
from Putnam's Hagazine nelaborate reviews of books like "Bleak 
'I -
;,House," the Bronte novels, 
1
Hiawatha 'and English poetry including 
1 that of Kingsley, Arnold, Thackero.::y,~ the Brovrnings, and 
: Tennyson," and said, "They have not been surpassed since by more \ 
, appreciative, discriminating, and sympathetic criticism even in I 
; 'Victorian Poets'. 11 
I Of the review of Clough quoted earlier1 Charles Eliot Nortonjl 
f wrote 1 Sept. 30, 1862, that "No notice so tender, so appreciativel\l
1
, 
so justhad appeared elsewhere."3 
I A year later Longfellow wrote to Curtis: 
I 
I 
"I have just been reading your very generous, and more than 1 
I 
I 
I 
_ 1. Higginson, "Letters", p. 72. 
I 2. "Dictionary of American Biographfr," 4:616. 
1 3. Norton, Charles Eliot, "Letters, 1 vol. 1, p. 258. 
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II I 
:1 i 
i generous, article in the Atlantic. "Let us make believe that 1 
I you were writing about somebody else. Then I can tell you what I 
a charming piece of criticism this is, and how delicately and 
skilfully wrought out. All this in a merely literary point of 
view. But the good-will, the sympathy, the tenderness of the 
article, I cannot make believe about those; nor can I adequately 
tell how much I feel and value them."l 
Lowell's lines, although they fit the essayist rather than 
the literary critic, preserve a compliment by Thackeray that 
ought not be forgotten: 
''That pen whose rapid ease ne'er trips with haste, 
Nor scrapes not sputters, pointed with good taste, 
First Steele's, then GoldsmitHs, next it came to you, 
, : Thackeray rated best of a 11 our crew. 112 
':Whom 
William D~an Howells in 1868 wrote in the North American 
1': 
' RevieW: "When he {Curtis) talks of books it is of the finer and\ 
I [! friendlier books, of the poems writ in sympathetic ink that onlyj! 
ii yield their whole meaning to the warmth of the reader's own hearlr. 
And when does he not talk of books?" The same article speaks of1l 
ll 
' "criticisms so sympathetically intelligent and so subtle in thei~ 
praise as sometimes to make praise appear the only virtue in 
criticism."3 Here Howells barely hints at what i~ close to 
curtis's main weakness. 
I 
samue 1 I.o ngf'e I loW, "Lif, e of Henry IV ad sw or th I.o ngf e 11 ow, 11 p , 3£1l. 
James Russ~ll r.cwell.~-,.d An Epistle to George William Curtis. "!'I Boughton, Hiverside E ition, X:l39. 
HoW_elJ.s,_ "The Writings of Q_eo~g~ Y~:!:ll:Iam Curtis" North American 
- - -- - - - -- --- - - :Review, --1o7: 1o4 • 
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]I 
, An anonymous tribute in the Atlantic in 1895 said, 
1 
J "Sympathetic, idealistic, always graceful and unfailingly cheerful, 
! I 
he regards literature and literary men with the perceptions of a 
man of taste." The writer admits. that Curtis had not creati,re 
power, but praises his taste as discriminating.l 
The next year J. T. Morse, Jr., spoke of Curtis's "wonted 
skill" and counted it a high compliment that "so good a critic" I 
I praised· "the index of the Autocrat as in itself a wonderful work.,"2 
Moulton's "Library of Literary Criticism" ( 1904) quotes 
1
/ 
I 
1 comments of his on Jane Austen, Browning, Bryant, Burns, Channing, 
jl i Dickens, Fuller, Holmes, Irving, Lamb, Longfellow, Lowell, Mil tori, 
:I 
.i Thackeray, Thoreau, and Theodore Winthrop. 
1[ 
Pattee in "A History 
,, 
' of American Literature," 1896, quotes Curtis's description of 
!I 
•, 
Irving and speaks of Curtis's giving "charming glimpses of 
Dickens and Thackeray,·. of Emerson·· and Thoreau. "3 
William Morton Payne in 1910, issuing a volume on "Leading 
i " American Essayists kept Curtis for the place of honor at the 
i end.4 Cairns in 1912 wrote 1"He was at his best in descriptions 
j 
and reminiscent sketches where his kindness and human sympa.thy 
predominates, and in his simple camment on life.5 Katherine Lee 
Bates in "American Literature," 1913 used the Easy Chair's des-
cription of Irving, 6 and Long's textbook the same year did the 
1. Atlantic, 75:415. 
2. Morse, •roliver Wendell Holmes," pp. 206.256. 
3. Pattee, -"History of American Literature,;: p. 239. 
4. Cairns, "History of American Literature. 365. 
5. Payne, "Leading American Ess~yists. 
6. _·Bates,_ __ "Am~_r_i~a]'l :::Li t~rt!t'Ur-~, P• __ 2_91_!_ _ _ 
II 
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II !I 
' same.l 
I 
Hellman's discussion of Curtis in the "Cambridge History of' 
! American Literature, 11 1921, spoke of his "incomparably suave 
I 
diction" and of the "confluence of the Puritan streem softened 
I 
I 
by the elemental thought of the brotherhood of i man, with Channing 
I 
as its fountainhead, and the genial flow of benign art, with I 
1 Irving as its fountainhead, 11 but loses sight of the critic in I 
i 
' 
discussing the traveler, lecturer, and citizen.2 II 
In 1926 tre author of "The American Spirit in Letters" wrot~: 
"Curtis may well stand for the best cultivated literary type of 
the period, without, of course, the gift of genius. Curtis 
pleaded, not unlike Matthew Arnold, for more genuine ideals of· 
culture in America."3 
Pattee in 1935 said, "Curtis's final estimate on Willis I 
still stands,"4 and quotes it. Farrington in 1930 called Curtis 
"not an acute critic; in orations his criticism is sympathetic 
and refuses to render judgments that may strike the hearer as 
sever:e. 11 5 
One of the most satisfactory estimates is that or Bayard 
Taylor,6 reasserted by Howells in "Literary Friends and 
Acquaintance":? "could Curtis have restricted himself to 
.i -----------------------------------------------------------------1 
I 1. 
2. 
i 3. 
·1 4 i i • 
tl 5. p: 
Long, "American Literature" p. 184. 
Hellman, "cambridge History of American Literature," 3:113. 
Williams, "The American Spirit in Letters" p. 233. 
"First Century of American Literature" p. 499. 
P arr:t.ngton, "Beginnings of Cri t ica 1 Realism" p. 150. 
Albert H. Smythe, "Bayard Taylor" Houghton, p. 215. 
Howells, W.D., "Literary Friends and Acquaintance," 108. 
' 11 ... ..... .... --
II II II !L __ 
TI 
I 
J: :t::e-li terary criticism, he might have ha.d a higher reputation but j 
! would have accomplished less .•" Taylor thought that Curtis and I 
Matthew Arnold looked alike. Stedman's brief note in the I 
"American Anthology" called Curtis "the typical American 
exemplar of sweetness and light. 11 1 
I 1. Stedman, "American Anthology,n p. 778 • 
. II __ .-
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Conclusion 
Forty years of reading about George William Curtis and his 
writings leave me regretful that his memory has faded, for to 
me he seems like Sidney, a brilliant gentleman, like Phillips 
Brooks, an ideal American. His opinions have the value of 
Emerson's "Man Thinking," or perhaps the Citizen Criticizing, 
his words about Lowe 11 fitted himself, "Literature was his 
profession, but patriotism was his passion." 
As a critic his purpose was first, like Sainte-Beuve, to 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
:r 
I< 
promote an understanding of the authors whom he criticized; then~ 
I 
like Matthew Arnold, 11 to make reason and the will of God prevail~" 
by luring readers from authors whom he believed inferior and to 
those whom he believed superior. He was not content, like 
Lowell, to write only of writers whose fame was beyond dispute. I 
II 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Curtis preferred to recognize that people were reading Tupper, 
Bulwer-Lytton, and Disraeli; that some were praising Whitman 
and Carlyle, but by quotation and graceful praise of Sidney, 
I 
i 
Addison, Lamb, and Thackeray he hoped to win some followers to 
the better books. His delight was to recognize merit, to 
discover the most important trait of an author, and express tha t1! 
I! 
by a picturesque,· often bea.utiful 1metaphor. Although romantic~ 
I 
he usually displayed the moderation of a humanist, so that his I 
I 
I 
opinions· of Byron, Poe, Longfellow, Henry James, and Macaulay i 
I 
deserve consideration today. His most serious fault was one of : ! 
! 
his time, attempting to conceal the unpleasant or unkind. It isi 
! 
l because of--a -<lifference there cthat cl ctllink Howells may be -- -- - -~~ 
:I ii 
II 
! ~ 
li 
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I I 
i superior. Opinions about him today deny that he had genius, but i 
i the most common belief sees a similarity, by no means an equality, 
to Matthew Arnold. In spite of his fault, I believe that no 
study of a Victorian literary topic should be called complete 
II 
II 
I 
i 
without an 
f 
examination at least of the index of Harper's Magazine, 
and the consideration of opinions expressed by George William 
Curtis in "The Editor's Easy Chair." 
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The Writings of George William Curtis 
(all published by Harpers) I 
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1. 
2. 
"The Editor's Easy Chair," Harper's Magazine, a monthly I 
department conducted at first by Donald G. Mitchell, 1 ! 
but from 1853 till 1892 by Curtis, except for six months'! 
in 1873, when Thomas Bailey Aldrich supplied the essays 
during Curtis r s illness .2 I 
After making notes and an index of my notes, I discovered an l 
"Index to Harper's Magazine" that included the topics of the 1
11
t 
essays. 
i 
i 
I 
Dunn: 11 Life of Donald G. Mitchell." II 
Greenslet: "Thomas Bailey Aldrich." p. 171; also Cary, p.23;3 I 
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